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CAT’S EYE TAROT
By Debra M. Givin DVM

INTRODUCTION TO CAT’S EYE TAROT
No one can say for sure why cats have chosen
to live with us. It may be that they are observers, watching the progress of human beings.
Perhaps cats are our spiritual guides. Even if
you believe that cats are merely persuaded by
the simple bargain of warmth and food in exchange for companionship, there is still much
to be learned from their life strategies. The
Cat’s Eye Tarot deck is illustrated from a feline
point of view. These cats are portrayed behaving like cats. They hunt, play, love, fight, and
contemplate the mysteries of the universe.
Because cats rely upon visual signaling to communicate at a distance and avoid physical conflict with other cats, they are experts in the
subtle art of body language. Cats are so good
at “reading” our body language, they may seem
to be psychic. People can learn to read their
cat’s mood by posture, set of the ears, and the
carriage of the tail. Anyone who has lived with
a cat, or observed them crouched and tense, or
relaxed and ready for affection, knows what is
being communicated and responds accordingly.
Moreover, cats are pleasing to the eye, complex

in their behaviors, and mysterious in their motivation; an ideal model for a visually evocative
medium like the tarot.
You can use this deck as you would any traditional 78-card tarot. The images in the Cat’s
Eye Tarot are simple and uncluttered; there
are few, if any, esoteric symbols. Even if you
have never done a tarot reading, these cats
can speak to you. Every card tells a story. All
you have to do is focus on the image and think
about how it relates to you and your question.
The card meanings, numbering, and suits in
Cat’s Eye Tarot follow the Rider-Waite-Smith
tradition as interpreted by Joan Bunning in
her book Learning the Tarot. The suit names
are the familiar Wands, Cups, Swords, and Pentacles. Color is used to convey suit energies,
establish continuity, and orient the reader as
you become familiar with the deck. The Major
Arcana are purple, denoting important events
and spiritual matters. In the Minor Arcana,
wands are orange (creative energy); cups are
red (emotional energy); swords are blue (air,
clarity; intellectual energy); and pentacles are
green and brown (earthy; practical; natural).
Initially, cat coat colors were chosen to coordinate with the suit colors, but they also work
well with the suit energies – solid practical

brown tabbies for pentacles; sweet black and
white for cups, talkative Siamese for swords,
and flashy red tabbies for wands.
Reptiles (wands), fish (cups), birds (swords) and
mice (pentacles) replace the usual suit symbols
and appear when appropriate for the activity illustrated. These creatures were chosen because
they are all the natural prey of cats. Also, lizards, birds, and fish appear in Pamela Smith’s
illustrations so they are familiar to tarot practitioners; and finally how could you have a cat
deck without mice?
I have been a practicing veterinarian for 28
years; 22 of them in an exclusively feline practice so cats hold a special place in my heart and
mind. For me, the tarot has become a tool for
reflection and a way to think through a situation. I use the cards for myself and with others. Balancing emotion, intellect, creativity and
practicality are important for the health and
wellbeing of people and cats. Cats can teach
us many things about how to make the best of
almost any situation. Let these cats guide you
as you use the tarot to learn about, yourself
and your cat.
Enjoy.

O  THE FOOL
Keywords: BEGINNING; SPONTANEITY; FAITH;
APPARENT FOLLY
It is springtime and the world is fresh with
promise. A young cat, in pursuit of a bumblebee, looks as though he is about to step off the
railing. Youthful enthusiasm brings him joyously to the brink. He reaches out to grasp all that
he can without a care about possible consequences. He will learn from his adventures and
perhaps become more cautious, but for now he
is letting impulse be his guide.
In a reading: Perhaps it is time to take a leap
of faith. If you are paralyzed by fear of the
unknown, you will never begin an adventure.
On the other hand, if you are repeatedly being
stung because you are not learning from experience it is time to consider the risk before you
leap.

I  THE MAGICIAN
Keywords: ACTION; CONSCIOUS AWARENESS;
CONCENTRATION; POWER
An adult, male cat in his prime is interrupted
while sharpening his claws. He pauses, unperturbed with a stare that is direct and unflinch6 Major Arcana

ing. At his feet we see a fish, a lizard, and a
mouse; in the sky, a bird flies by. In Cat’s Eye
Tarot, these creatures represent the suit energies of this cat’s universe. Neither domestic nor
wild, he can make his way in either world. Endowed with intellect, patience, charm, agility,
keen vision, hearing and sense of smell, he uses
these gifts well.
In a reading: When the Magician appears, anything is possible. You have the power to make
something happen. Focus your energy and
concentrate on your objective, but be aware
of your motivation. The Magician represents a
force of nature, which is morally ambiguous. If
you forget from whence all power comes, you
will find yourself spiraling out of control.

II  HIGH PRIESTESS
Keywords: NON-ACTION; UNCONSCIOUS
AWARENESS; POTENTIAL; MYSTERY
The moonlit ocean beckons this white cat to
venture out into the night. She returns in her
own time, never sharing the details of her secret life. Inviting and yet aloof, this inscrutable
cat will not reveal what she knows. You will
have to discover for yourself the unconscious
awareness that she possesses.
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In a reading: Be still. Allow yourself to know
what you need to know before you proceed. If
it does not feel right, it is not right. Trust your
intuition. Do not act just for the sake of doing
something. Often it is only possible to learn a
secret by waiting patiently for a mystery to reveal itself. Do not fret. Center yourself. Quiet
your mind. Purr!

III  EMPRESS
Keywords: MOTHERING; ABUNDANCE; SENSES;
PROTECTION
The world of mystery does not beckon for this
plush long-haired mother cat. Her world is one
of comfort and abundance, and she thrives in
her role of mother and mate. Sensual and lusty
in her appetites, nurturing and protective of
her kittens, she is perfectly at home in her safe,
secure world. A pampered queen, this cat can
fully enjoy the indulgence of her senses.
In a reading: One naturally thinks of motherhood and relationship with our mothers or
mates when this card appears. Mother is often seen as a protector and a refuge from the
potential dangers of life. Mothering can be a
positive or a negative energy, protective and
8 Major Arcana

fulfilling, or stifling and draining. This card suggests a nice, warm, fuzzy feeling of satisfaction,
like a kitten safely curled up in the protective
shadow of its mom.

IV  EMPEROR
Keywords: FATHERING; STRUCTURE;
AUTHORITY; REGULATION
The Emperor is a black smoke Persian. Like the
Empress, he is also living the good life. This is
not your devil-may-care, free-roaming tomcat.
He is bound by the structure imposed by his
position and he takes his responsibilities seriously. His young impetuous offspring bring him
joy and he guides them with patient but firm
discipline.
In a reading: You may need more structure
and discipline in your life. This card can be a
reminder that the paternal role is an important
one and should not be taken lightly. There is
a sense of conformity and maybe a trade-off
between freedom and security. Alternatively,
you may be feeling the oppressive presence of
a rigid authority figure.
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V  HIEROPHANT
Keywords: EDUCATION; BELIEF SYSTEMS;
CONFORMITY; GROUP IDENTIFICATION
When this cat wishes to be heard, he steps up
and speaks. His status is respected by everyone
in the household, cat and man alike. Cats do not
form rigid social orders, but they do have complex social relationships with codes of acceptable behavior. Feline etiquette must be learned.
Kittens raised alone do not receive a proper
education from other cats and are often inept
at forming social relationships later in life.
In a reading: When this card appears, some aspect of group identification or your role within
the community needs to be considered. The
Hierophant can represent the body of information that guides appropriate behavior within
society.

VI  LOVERS
Keywords: RELATIONSHIP; SEXUALITY;
PERSONAL BELIEFS; VALUES
A pair of Norwegian Forest Cats is resting comfortably on the window seat. The tom appears
to be glancing out the window, perhaps consid10 Major Arcana

ering his options. We may think that we own
cats and that we determine the course of their
lives, but this is not altogether true. Cats have
their ways of getting what they want. Many a
cat has demanded his freedom to come and go
as he pleases.
In a reading: The Lovers card may promise true
love, but often carries the burden of difficult
choices. Take a serious look at the level of commitment in your relationships. If your personal
beliefs and values are at odds with those of the
community, you must decide between following
the group, or trusting your own judgment.

VII  CHARIOT
Keywords: VICTORY; WILL; SELF-ASSERTION;
HARD CONTROL
It is dusk and a young silver tabby is returning
home with his victory prize. Hunting prowess
provides the means to his independence. Skill,
coordination, and cunning combine to make
him the master of his own fate. This card represents success and conquest.
In a reading: When this card appears, ask
yourself what or who is driving your life. Are
Major Arcana 11

you holding the reins, or are you just the passenger? Are you the hunter or the hunted? The
time for persuasion may be past. Only a concerted effort will get you where you want to be.
Take care not to run roughshod over anyone
in your way.

VIII  STRENGTH
Keywords: STRENGTH; PATIENCE; COMPASSION;
SOFT CONTROL
A tiny kitten sits serenely in the presence of a
much larger companion, yet there is no fear,
nor aggression. Neither kitten nor dog seeks
to impose his will on the other. The seeds of a
comfortable relationship are being planted.
In a reading: A take-charge aggressive attitude
is not called for. Compassion and patience are
more effective in achieving what you want. If
you are feeling fearful of someone you perceive to be stronger than yourself, an indirect
approach may tip the balance in your favor. By
not over-reacting we can often achieve through
passivity that which would not be possible
through confrontation.
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IX  HERMIT
Keywords: INTROSPECTION; SEARCHING;
GUIDANCE; SOLITUDE
An aged, black cat gazes thoughtfully upon the
urban landscape that is his home. Wisdom,
borne of years of self-sufficiency, allows him to
make his way with a quiet confidence. He lives in
solitude, but not without companionship. Soon
the door in the alleyway will open and a troubled young man will spend his work break with
the nightly visitor. This cat offers his detached
compassion to someone in need of solace.
In a reading: The Hermit indicates a search
for deeper meaning. There may be something
missing in the day-to-day activities. This card
may indicate a teacher who can take you on
a spiritual journey. Or, perhaps you are in the
role of sharing the wisdom gained through your
own experience.

X  WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Keywords: DESTINY; TURNING POINT;
MOVEMENT; PERSONAL VISION
A pair of sparrows has discovered an open bag
of corn. As they feed, grain attracts a pair of
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mice who also find that this is a stroke of luck.
Alas, good fortune may come with risk. Looking
up from her meal, one of the mice spots a farm
cat about to take advantage of a golden opportunity himself. From above, a calico cat watches
her companion and misses the chance to make
a meal of an unsuspecting sparrow.
In a reading: Your luck is about to change. It
always does. If you have been riding a lucky
streak it may be time to count your chips and
leave the table a winner. On the other hand, if
things have been a bit rough lately, luck may
now be ready to smile on you. Are you so focused on what someone else has that you are
missing a chance of your own? The Wheel of
Fortune is a reminder that the world in which
we live is complex and constantly changing.

XI  JUSTICE
Keywords: JUSTICE; RESPONSIBILITY; DECISION;
CAUSE AND EFFECT
As night falls this gray Oriental cat returns
home to a world of order and predictability.
The scales of justice reflected on top of the
bookcase serve as a reminder of the need for
balance. For this cat, the balance between free14 Major Arcana

dom and comfort require only that he live by
the rules of the household.
In a reading: Justice is a straightforward card.
It does not allow you to evade the simple fact
that you are responsible for the actions that you
take. If you are not where you want to be, what
are you going to do about it? Life presents you
with opportunities and challenges. You decide
what you will do when presented with either.

XII  HANGED KITTY
Keywords: LETTING GO; REVERSAL; SUSPENSION:
SACRIFICE
A handsome Maine Coon Cat lies contentedly
on his back in front of the hearth. His surrender is complete. In this position, he is not prepared to fight or flee. His vulnerable belly is
exposed but he is not worried. This is a cat that
knows he is safe and is therefore willing to let
down his guard, to relax and reflect.
In a reading: Where do you feel completely
at ease? Do you ever surrender your cares
and worries, or are you always just a bit
tense? The Hanged Kitty may imply sacrifice, but in a complex sense. This sacrifice
does not harm your position, but improves
Major Arcana 15

it. Perhaps you need to look at things from a
completely different angle. Turn your thinking upside down and see if you still feel
the same course of action is appropriate.

XIII  DEATH
Keywords: ENDING; TRANSITION; ELIMINATION;
INEXORABLE FORCES
Looking out on a bleak winter landscape, this
cat feels small. The seasons change and life retreats. The tree is bare and foreboding with its
gnarly limbs like the arms of the grim reaper.
The fading sun has made only a brief appearance on this cold winter day. The sturdy evergreen serves as a reminder of the continuity of
life; the persistent hope that spring will come,
and life will return, but for now, death feels
omnipotent.
In a reading: When this card appears in a reading, consider the transitions occurring in your
life. If you have been reluctant to face a loss or
accept change, this card admonishes that you
have no choice but to let go and accept the cyclic nature of all things. This card may mean the
death of someone close to you, but more often,
another type of ending is indicated.
16 Major Arcana

XIV  TEMPERANCE
Keywords: TEMPERANCE; BALANCE; HEALTH;
COMBINATION
A black male cat and a white female cat are
sleeping together, balanced on a balustrade
high above a rugged coastline. Their curled
forms bring to mind the harmonious symbol of
yin and yang. Even the sea looks peaceful for
the moment.
In a reading: You may feel you’ve gone too far
out on a limb. It is time to make your way back
to the center. Extreme views leave no room for
compromise. Health requires a balanced system. Excessive behavior will not support a body
for very long.

XV  THE DEVIL
Keywords: BONDAGE; MATERIALISM;
IGNORANCE; HOPELESSNESS
An obese cat indulges her obsession with food.
She is trapped in a cycle of self-destructive behavior, unable to see beyond the walls of her
prison. Pleasure brings only temporary relief
while the real solution to her woes eludes her.
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In a reading: You may feel trapped because
you have settled for less than you know life has
to offer. There is more to life than indulgence
in simple pleasures. Look beyond apparent
limitations to see the possibilities.

XVI  THE TOWER
Keywords: SUDDEN CHANGE; RELEASE; DOWNFALL; REVELATION
A calico cat plummets from the upper story of
her home. Whether by design or by chance, she
is now on her own. Finding herself outside on
such a stormy night could mean disaster, yet it
may be the start of a new and better life. She
will land on her feet, and then go where she
pleases.
In a reading: The Tower is seldom a welcomed
card in a reading. It is an alarming card, but the
Tower tells you that change is needed. Though
it may be uncomfortable, you will be better off
for it. The Tower card provides just enough
warning for you to prepare for change.

XVII  THE STAR
Keywords: HOPE; INSPIRATION; GENEROSITY;
SERENITY
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In the calm after the storm, kitty finds herself
deep in the woods where a star is reflected in
a small pool of sweet, clear water. The frustration of the Devil and the fear of the Tower have
given way to a new sense of hope.
In a reading: The Star reminds us that hope
springs eternal. Dip into the flowing waters of
life and feel yourself renewed and inspired.
Follow the path through the dark woods back
to the light of a new day.

XVIII  THE MOON
Keywords: FEAR; ILLUSION; IMAGINATION;
BEWILDERMENT
It is a night of restless energy and this cat has
climbed high in the tree. Though he is a predator accustomed to the dark, only heightened
awareness and constant vigilance will keep him
from harm. Creatures of the night come in all
sizes and many are not harmless.
In a reading: The Moon can indicate a period of
imaginative thinking. It is necessary to separate
truth from illusion. If you find yourself feeling
lost and confused, you need to face your fears.
Imagination can spark a creative impulse. Don’t
let fear and confusion stand in the way.
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XIX  THE SUN
Keywords: ENLIGHTENMENT; GREATNESS;
VITALITY; ASSURANCE
Basking in the warmth of the sun, a contented
red tabby looks out over the formal garden that
he calls home. There is no gate. He is free to
come and go as he pleases. Confidence radiates
from his very soul. Though he luxuriates in the
peace and warmth of his garden, he would be
equally at home in woods or field.
In a reading: The Sun makes you feel confident. Its warmth and light brings clarity and renewed energy. You have made it. What are you
going to do with all of that energy and vitality?
Where do you go from here?

XX  JUDGMENT
Keywords: JUDGMENT; REBIRTH; INNER
CALLING; ABSOLUTION
Two Siamese kittens have climbed to lofty
heights. The stonework angel, like a mother
cat, seems to provide protection, discipline,
and inspiration. A new day is dawning. There
is an air of expectation about these kittens. Are
they aware of a higher calling?
20 Major Arcana

In a reading: Judgment requires an honest
look at yourself. What have you learned and
achieved spiritually through the process of living? You have an opportunity for true progress
in your journey—do not ignore it.

XXI  THE WORLD
Keywords: INTEGRATION; ACCOMPLISHMENT;
INVOLVEMENT; FULFILLMENT
A curious cat is balanced on one foot, his eyes
focused on a ripe, hanging apple. The cat of the
World finds himself in a fantastic, dream-like
setting. A spinning galaxy seems to lie within
his embrace. A snake, seagull, mouse and trout
represent the diversity of life. The endless cycle of day into night is seen in the setting sun
and rising moon.
In a reading: When this card appears, know
that it all makes sense. Know that it is all necessary, both ends of the spectrum, and all the
points in between. Grab the apple, take a big
bite, and see what you can learn next.
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The Suit of Wands
ACE OF WANDS
Keywords: CREATIVE FORCE; ENTHUSIASM;
CONFIDENCE; COURAGE
The paw of a red tabby is poised to initiate a
test of skill and nerve. The snake is equally
confident and ready for a challenge. The sky is
orange with heat and energy, setting the tone
for the fiery wands suit.
In a reading: Action, excitement, creativity,
and adventure come to mind with the Ace of
Wands. Are you up for the challenge? Have you
considered the consequences? Enthusiasm can
be a good thing, but take care that you do not
bite off more than you can chew.

TWO OF WANDS
Keywords: PERSONAL POWER; BOLDNESS;
ORIGINALITY
A fearless young tabby goes out on a limb to
scoop up a small, green lizard. This self-reliant
cat enjoys the thrill of a challenge and is the
epitome of personal power.
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In a reading: When this card appears, it may
be a reminder that you have the power to make
things happen. The situation may call for a new
approach or a well-timed, bold move.

THREE OF WANDS
Keywords: EXPLORATION; FORESIGHT;
LEADERSHIP
Ready to expand his horizon, one kitten leads
two others on an adventure. Exploration of the
unknown is required for youth to gain the skills
from experience. Taking the lead requires the
bold self-confidence of a wands temperament.
In a reading: When this card appears, it may
prompt you to put plans into action. It does not
guarantee success, but it does encourage you
to follow your vision. You may need to take a
leadership role. Explore the possibilities.

FOUR OF WANDS
Keywords: CELEBRATION; FREEDOM;
EXCITEMENT
Two young cats have left the security of the
back deck and have ventured through an open
gate. Their daring leap to freedom has been
rewarded. They celebrate with a joyful romp.
Minor Arcana  Wands 23

Both kitties are caught up in the excitement of
the moment.
In a reading: The Four of Wands is a happy
card. A venture may have turned out better
than expected. It can also indicate that you
have found a companion who shares your
enthusiasm.

FIVE OF WANDS
Keywords: DISAGREEMENT, COMPETITION,
CONFRONTATION
Five kittens are engaged in a typical kitten
‘rumble.’ Playful confrontation allows kittens
to hone their skills for adulthood.
In a reading: We do not often relish the idea
of disagreement and hassles even if they are
relatively minor. The prospect of friendly competition requires a marshalling of energy. Do
you face challenges with confidence, or do you
take a defensive stance?

SIX OF WANDS
Keywords: TRIUMPH; ACCLAIM; PRIDE
The door opens and bold, young, red tabby
strolls into the room unchallenged. His pride
and self-confidence command respect, but they
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may also incite envy. The black and white kitty
does not look pleased.
In a reading: The Six of Wands may seem a
most welcome sign. The recognition that you
seek can be yours. Triumph and pride in accomplishments should always be tempered by
humility and respect.

SEVEN OF WANDS
Keywords: AGGRESSION; DEFIANCE;
CONVICTION
A defiant red tabby faces his pursuer and defends his position with determination. Though
the dog is much larger and stronger, that cat
has the powerful energy of his convictions.
In a reading: There are times when you must
stand up for what you believe in. However, if
you always find yourself standing alone against
the world, it might be time to take a good hard
look at what you really believe in.

EIGHT OF WANDS
Keywords: QUICK ACTION; CONCLUSION; NEWS
As firefighters work to bring a raging fire under
control, a young mother cats rescues her babies
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from the burning building. With no time to hesitate, quick action is the only viable response
and failure is not an option.
In a reading: Important tasks require your immediate attention. Waiting is not an option; the
time for action is now. Fear not. You have what
it takes. Trust your instincts and do what needs
to be done.

NINE OF WANDS
Keywords: DEFENSIVENESS; PERSEVERANCE;
STAMINA
A plump housecat stands on her back deck.
A ragged-eared neighborhood tom sits on the
fence. Neither cat appears prepared to give
ground. Negotiating territorial rights in order
to share space without conflict is as important
for cats as it is for people. This situation needs
to be resolved.
In a reading: The Nine of Wands indicates the
presence of negative energy. You are braced for
yet another challenge, yet adopting a defensive
posture can be a mistake. Mutual respect and
flexibility are more likely to lead to peaceful
coexistence.
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TEN OF WANDS
Keywords: OVEREXTENDING; BURDENED;
STRUGGLE
Catching the snake seemed like a good idea at
the time. Confident and full of pride, the cat
could not resist the challenge. But bringing
home this trophy has proven to be a struggle.
At least he will have the satisfaction of finishing
what he started.
In a reading: There are times when we must
carry a burden until the job is done. This may
be one of those times. But sometimes sharing
the load is the wisest course of action. Working
together brings many talents to the task. Don’t
let your ego get in the way of progress.

PAGE OF WANDS
Keywords: BE CREATIVE. BE ENTHUSIASTIC. BE
CONFIDENT. BE COURAGEOUS.
With a bold social temperament, this red tabby
kitten is ready for adventure. He wants things
his own way, and with the outdoors beckoning,
he is not likely to become a lap cat.
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In a reading: When the Page of Wands appears
in a reading, be prepared for excitement and
a new challenge. Creativity, enthusiasm, confidence, and courage are within your grasp;
reach out and grab the glory.

KNIGHT OF WANDS
Keywords: CHARMING/SUPERFICIAL;
SELF-CONFIDENT/COCKY; DARING/FOOLHARDY;
ADVENTUROUS/RESTLESS; PASSIONATE/
HOT-TEMPERED
A young tabby has climbed high in a tall tree.
His mischievous expression and flick of the tail
show he is in his element and does not need to
be rescued. He is happy to be admired by all,
but never gives his heart to anyone.
In a reading: This knight may bring excitement
into your life, but beware of his volatile energy.
If you are looking for a serious relationship,
maturity may be needed to tame this temperament either in yourself or in your partner.
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QUEEN OF WANDS
Keywords: ATTRACTIVE; WHOLEHEARTED;
ENERGETIC; CHEERFUL; SELF-ASSURED
This classic red tabby is beautiful and she
knows it. This high-energy companion expects
the best of life and wants to make sure that
things go her way. She rules the household with
irresistible charm and cheerful confidence.
In a reading: The energy of this queen can bring
a positive spin to almost any situation. Her approach to life is infectious. Someone in your
life is ready to bring some sunshine your way.

KING OF WANDS
Keywords: CREATIVE; INSPIRING; FORCEFUL;
CHARISMATIC; BOLD
A handsome red and white tom catnaps as the
sun slowly sets. Remembering past glories, he
would happily share tales of his adventurefilled youth. People are drawn to him and he
accepts their attention with dignity.
In a reading: This king invites you to take a
bold, original approach. Follow through on
your inspirations and others will follow. You
may find your self the center of attention. Just
enjoy it.
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The Suit of Cups
ACE OF CUPS
Keywords: EMOTIONAL FORCE; INTUITION;
INTIMACY; LOVE
When a friendly paw gently touches the surface
of his bowl, the brightly-colored fish is attracted by this interesting development. This cat
sees the fish not as prey, but rather as another
living being and an object of curiosity.
In a reading: Emotional energies are important
in your life right now with new love, greater
intimacy, and strong intuition all possible. Pay
particular attention to relationships. Emotions
are fleeting, but they are the stuff of life. Do not
miss an opportunity to truly feel alive.

TWO OF CUPS
Keywords: CONNECTION; TRUCE; ATTRACTION
Two long-haired cats greet each other on the
stairs. They transfer scents and recognize each
other as friends by rubbing their faces and
twining their tails. This graceful dance does
not convey dominance or submission. It helps
to create a harmonious bond between equals.
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In a reading: The rituals of our friendships are
important. Make the effort to reconnect with
an old friend. Partnerships of all sorts benefit
when we make a conscious effort to recognize
and celebrate our relationships.

THREE OF CUPS
Keywords: EXUBERANCE; FRIENDSHIP;
COMMUNITY
A woman pauses to receive the affectionate
greetings of three cats. Cats may be solitary
hunters, but they do not deprive themselves of
the pleasures of community. Cats choose to befriend us. People like cats, and cats like people.
In a reading: When the Three of Cups appears in
a reading, know that you are not alone. Remember those with whom you share this life. They
will see you through the worst of times and they
will make the best of times that much sweeter.

FOUR OF CUPS
Keywords: SELF-ABSORPTION; APATHY;
WITHDRAWING
At dawn, a black and white cat is lying beside
a pond. Morning is a favorite time for hunting,
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exploring and playing, but this kitty is just staring off into space, he’s not even basking in the
pleasure of the early morning sunshine.
In a reading: When this card appears in a reading it may signal that you are facing emotional
overload and need to take a break. On the
other hand, it may be asking you to shake free
of a period of lethargy and wake up and smell
the flowers.

FIVE OF CUPS
Keywords: LOSS; BEREAVEMENT; REGRET
A dejected black and white cat watches as a
young woman carries off her two kittens. She
has no way of knowing where they might be
headed or why. All she knows is that her kittens
are gone and she can do nothing.
In a reading: The Five of Cups is rarely welcome, but there is no way of avoiding the pain
of loss. Every relationship and every choice we
make involves some risk. Any change can bring
a feeling of loss. Do not wallow in grief. Work
your way through it.
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SIX OF CUPS
Keywords: GOODWILL; INNOCENCE; CHILDHOOD
These kittens are just babies. Mom is probably
not too far away. They are making their first
explorations of the world; two innocents taking comfort in each other’s presence. The black
and white boy has his arm around his sister in a
seemingly protective gesture.
In a reading: The Six of Cups will often make
you smile. If you have become too cynical, perhaps you need this reminder that random acts
of kindness are also part of life. Take comfort
in your memories of a simpler time, but do not
dwell on the past.

SEVEN OF CUPS
Keywords: WISHFUL THINKING; OPTIONS;
DISSIPATION
A stocky cat gazes intently at a television
screen. Fish swim by, bubbles rise to the surface, and treasure lies partially buried in the
sand. Mesmerizing images capture this kitty’s
imagination. But with no opportunity to pounce
and bite, something vital is missing.
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In a reading: In order to achieve, you must first
dream, but building castles in the sand will not
provide what you need. Genuine relationships,
real activity, “pouncing” on an opportunity;
these are the things that make life fulfilling. Let
your mind wander as you consider the possibilities, but do not let your energy dissipate.
Do something!

EIGHT OF CUPS
Keywords: DEEPER MEANING; MOVING ON;
WEARINESS
A sad kitty has turned her back on her home
and has begun a journey into the unknown. No
one takes notice as she slowly walks away. She
has felt invisible since the arrival of the new
puppy. When the door opened, she slipped out.
She knows what she is looking for and can no
longer find it here.
In a reading: There is an element of sadness
and an element of hope when the eight of cups
appears. If a situation no longer provides what
you need, you can stay and try to make it better
or you can move on. The choice is yours. Listen
to your heart.
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NINE OF CUPS
Keywords: WISH FULFILLMENT; SATISFACTION;
SENSUAL PLEASURE
It does not get any better than this. The cat hears
the can opener and smells the aroma. She can already taste it. Whenever a can of tuna is opened,
this kitty looks forward to a special treat. She
does not need it, but it sure tastes delicious.
In a reading: You will get what you wish for, or
perhaps you already have. Savor the anticipation and enjoy the moment to the fullest. Be
careful what you wish for, as sometimes we pay
for a fleeting pleasure. But do not miss an opportunity by over thinking it too much.

TEN OF CUPS
Keywords: JOY; PEACE; FAMILY
It is a simple scene—peaceful and quiet but for
the sound of a contented purr. A young kitty
and his man are pleased to be sharing this time
together. The association of cats and people
provides tremendous emotional satisfaction.
Cats make us feel special when they offer their
trust and affection. These feelings multiply
when we offer the same in return.
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In a reading: The Ten of Cups is a reminder
that moments of pure joy are possible. This
pleasant emotion is most often found within
the bosom of our family. Without the need for
words, these shared feelings mean, for the moment, all is right with the world.

PAGE OF CUPS
Keywords: BE EMOTIONAL. BE INTUITIVE. BE
INTIMATE. BE LOVING.
A sweet little kitten sits on the arm of a plush
red sofa. He is shy but loving. He speaks when
spoken to and will happily climb into the lap of
a person he feels he can trust. He only wants a
safe home and loving relationships.
In a reading: This page is an invitation to trust
your feelings and give love and intimacy a
chance to enrich your life.

KNIGHT OF CUPS
Keywords: ROMANTIC/OVEREMOTIONAL;
IMAGINATIVE/FANCIFUL; SENSITIVE/TEMPERAMENTAL; REFINED/OVER REFINED; INTROSPECTIVE/INTROVERTED
A handsome young cat rubs against the sofa.
With his charming body language he tugs on
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your heartstrings, but may seem to give mixed
messages. He wants to interact, but in order
to feel secure he needs to control situations.
Having a relationship with this kitty may be
challenging, but can be rewarding when you
encourage his better instincts.
In a reading: A sensitive, romantic individual
can be a delightful companion, but not if emotional swings make life a roller coaster of highs
and lows.

QUEEN OF CUPS
Keywords: LOVING; TENDERHEARTED;
INTUITIVE; PSYCHIC; SPIRITUAL
Our queen is a shy, sensitive individual. She
may seem to read minds, but in fact, she is superbly sensitive to the body language cues. She
has an uncanny ability to know when a gentle
touch and soft purr will help a member of her
family. But she avoids strangers to protect herself from emotional overload.
In a reading: The Queen of Cups speaks to our
emotional core. Your sensitivity to the feelings
of others may pull you in too many directions.
You cannot save everyone. Focus on a few imMinor Arcana  Cups 37

portant relationships. On the other hand, you
may be missing some of the subtle cues that
might help you understand others’ behavior.
The Queen of Cups can help you develop your
intuition.

KING OF CUPS
Keywords: WISE; CALM; DIPLOMATIC; CARING;
TOLERANT
This corpulent cat is the king of the domestic
realm. Adored by his human companions, his
calm, loving presence truly makes this house
a home. He is not a cat who craves excitement
and action. This cautious cat prefers peace and
predictability to adventure and independence.
In a reading: When you possess the energy of
the King of Cups, you have learned how to manage your emotions without the need to control
others. You want everyone to get along and be
happy and do whatever is needed to achieve
that goal. Purr and the world purrs with you.
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The Suit of Swords
ACE OF SWORDS
Keywords: MENTAL FORCE; TRUTH; JUSTICE;
FORTITUDE
A drifting feather is cupped in the paw of a curious cat. This cat uses his amazing intellect to
understand and enjoy his world rather than to
pursue a meal. Instinct and intuition serve him
well, but the ability to observe, think, and plan
provides adaptability and success with new
situations.
In a reading: When the Ace of Swords shows up
it is a sign that mental clarity is important. Use
your head. Do not just react —think it through.
You can find the truth and it will serve you well.
If your mind is clear and you know that you are
just, stand firm.

TWO OF SWORDS
Keywords: STALEMATE; BLOCKED EMOTIONS;
AVOIDANCE
A cat sits with his back to his companion, ears
laid back and eyes squinted. He is not open to
approach or resolution of a dispute. They have
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reached an impasse and one of them will have
to make the next move. Walk away or soften
the posture of rejection and allow a renewed
connection and communication.
In a reading: When this card appears in a reading, know that unresolved issues must be faced
eventually. This may not be the right time. You
may need to cool off. Graceful retreat and later
rapprochement may be the best course, but the
issue will not just go away.

THREE OF SWORDS
Keywords: HEARTBREAK; LONELINESS; BETRAYAL
Paw prints in the snow reveal that the cat has
come looking for food but the cottage is boarded up and the family is gone. She is still young
and inexperienced at hunting for her own food.
She will not be so trusting of people in the future. She will come for the food but hold her
heart in reserve.
In a reading: The Three of Swords serves as
a reminder that feelings get hurt, trust is betrayed, and life can feel terribly lonely at times.
It is a warning. Do not allow yourself to become too dependent on others. Also take care
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that you do not disappoint those who depend
on you.

FOUR OF SWORDS
Keywords: REST; CONTEMPLATION; QUIET
PREPARATION
A cat lies on the top tier of a perch gazing out
the window. On a limb just outside the window
sits a sparrow gazing up at the cat. The cat
appears relaxed, but thoughtful. Cats spend
much of their time in peaceful repose. An active mind underlies apparent indolence. Restful, but alert, not much gets past a napping cat.
In a reading: When the Four of Swords appears
in a reading it may be telling you that you need
to stop and think. Your body needs rest and you
need to quiet your mind so that reflection and
perspective are possible. Take some time to
pause and contemplate the world around you.

FIVE OF SWORDS
Keywords: SELF INTEREST; DISCORD; DISHONOR
A tense cat sits on a scale in an exam room.
She feels anxious and afraid. Her fear is quickly
turning to anger and panic. Unsure what is going to happen next, she prepares to fight.
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In a reading: A situation in which fear turns to
anger could make you lose your head. Do not
enter the fray. This is a fight with no winner.
A minor discord will pass uneventfully if you
can manage to not overreact. A more serious
problem will require all the strength of your
character to avoid open hostilities. In either
case, think it through and do not let emotion
dictate your actions.

SIX OF SWORDS
Keywords: THE BLUES; RECOVERY; TRAVEL
A lovely Himalayan lies quietly in her carrier.
Though the gate is open, she makes no effort to
escape. A cat in a carrier is no longer piloting
her own course. Cats are not inclined to seek
help when they do not feel well. They withdraw
rather than complain.
In a reading: Your thoughts and actions affect
the way you feel. It is time to take the first step
in a new direction. There is light at the end of
the tunnel—you just have to find a way to get
to it. View life from a fresh perspective. Accept
help when it is offered.
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SEVEN OF SWORDS
Keywords: LONE WOLF BEHAVIOR; RUNNING
AWAY; HIDDEN DISHONOR
A stylish cat stands, back to the wall, tail upright, straight and tense. We have caught our
kitty in the act of spraying the house to mark
her territory. She may be trying to communicate something. It should be viewed as a cry
for help and the root of the problem should be
determined.
In a reading: The Seven of Swords asks us to
examine our motives and our behavior. Why
do you feel the need to sneak around, or hide
your actions? Seeking personal satisfaction is
not always dishonorable. However, theft and
dishonesty are bad behavior even if no one but
you knows about it.

EIGHT OF SWORDS
Keywords: RESTRICTION; CONFUSION;
POWERLESSNESS
This distressed cat does not know what to do
about that new baby gate. Is it to keep her out?
Household routines have suddenly changed and
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she has no sense of control. It feels terrible not
knowing what is going on.
In a reading: You cannot control the way you
feel and what you must cope with in life. You
can only control how you think and how you
behave. The Eight of Swords reminds you to
stop and think. You are only trapped if you allow your emotions to rule your actions.

NINE OF SWORDS
Keywords: WORRY; GUILT; ANGUISH
We find our kitty under the bed. A sad, worried
expression appears on his face as he wonders.
The source of concern may be the transient but
terrifying vacuum cleaner, a stranger visiting,
an angry owner or the overwhelming strangeness of a new home.
In a reading: Worry can become a malignant
force limiting not only your enjoyment, but
also your ability to function. An accurate appraisal of risk is needed. If your own behavior
is at fault, then make amends and do not repeat
it again. If your ability to think is limited by
weariness, you need to find a safe place to rest.
Face your fears one at a time when you feel
refreshed.
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TEN OF SWORDS
Keywords: BOTTOMING OUT; VICTIM
MENTALITY; MARTYRDOM
A group of cats share space in a filthy home. A
young mother comforts her kittens and casts a
worried eye as a big tom adds to the mess. A
pair of cats sits with backs turned to the appalling state of the litter box. One of the cats peaks
out of the broken windowpane to view a clear
blue sky and perhaps get a breath of fresh air.
In a reading: The Ten of Swords is the bottom
of the barrel, but there is hope. If you want a
better life, you must clear your mind, make a
realistic assessment, and then move forward.
Do not allow the idea of being a victim to keep
you from making a change.

PAGE OF SWORDS
Keywords: USE YOUR MIND. BE TRUTHFUL.
BE JUST. HAVE FORTITUDE.
A young kitten is precariously perched on the
back of a wooden porch chair. He seems to be
thinking about his next move. He is learning
new skills and prefers getting it right the first
time, so this kitten thinks before he leaps.
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In a reading: The Page of Swords invites you
to use your mind to solve a problem or prepare
before you begin a task. The truth will not only
set you free, it will bring success. Careful planning and fair dealing are worth the effort.

KNIGHT OF SWORDS
Keywords: DIRECT/BLUNT; AUTHORITATIVE/
OVERBEARING; INCISIVE/CUTTING; LOGICAL/
UNFEELING; KNOWLEDGEABLE/OPINIONATED
As usual, this kitty has something to say about
everything. She has a keen intellect and often is
the first to solve a dilemma. But with her knowit-all attitude she sometimes finds herself out
for the night rather than cozy and warm inside.
In a reading: It is fine to share your opinions
and knowledge, but you will make more enemies than friends if you are overbearing. Logic
can serve you well, but only when there is balance and consideration of the feelings of others.

QUEEN OF SWORDS
Keywords: HONEST; ASTUTE; FORTHRIGHT;
WITTY; EXPERIENCED
With her unflinching gaze, this cat can size up a
stranger quickly and only gives her attention to
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those who are worthy. She is highly regarded in
her home. Her experience allows her to know
when to speak. Not above a bit of humor, she
can easily outwit all but the cleverest of humans.
In a reading: An honest and forthright approach will serve you well. Trust your ability to
appraise a situation and act accordingly. Take
care that your wit does not go over the head of
your companions.

KING OF SWORDS
Keywords: INTELLECTUAL; ANALYTICAL;
ARTICULATE; JUST; ETHICAL
Nothing indoor or out escapes this cat’s notice.
He knows everyone’s routines and he expects
proper behavior from all. He is a cat who has
earned the trust of his family. He comes and
goes as he pleases, but he stays close to home
and does what is expected of him.
In a reading: You may find yourself in a situation that requires an ethical judgment. The
temperament of this king is ideal in that kind
of situation. An intellectual analysis and articulate explanation will serve much better than an
emotional appeal.
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The Suit of Pentacles
ACE OF PENTACLES
Keywords: MATERIAL FORCE; PROSPERITY;
PRACTICALITY; TRUST
An experienced cat has waited patiently in the
tall grass along a known mouse route. Patience
and practicality have been rewarded. Prosperity follows when one sticks to conventional
practices and methods known to have worked
in the past.
In a reading: There are possibilities for financial or other material progress. The Ace of
Pentacles lets you know that your efforts will
be rewarded. Now is not the time for foolish
ventures. Stick with the tried and true. Stay
grounded and trust what you know.

TWO OF PENTACLES
Keywords: JUGGLING; FLEXIBILITY; FUN
A playful kitten reaches high in pursuit of a toy
mouse offered for amusement. Today’s game
helps hone skills useful for a lifetime. Not only
the physical dexterity needed to “capture” the
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flying toy, but also the ability to adapt and relate to human behavior. A real mouse hides in
the grass watching and learning as well.
In a reading: When this card appears, recognize the wonders the world has to offer. Test
your mettle and find your personal talents.
Be flexible and ready to adapt to the situation
at hand. Above all, have fun. There is joy in
work and in play when we take the time to find
where we fit in the scheme of things.

THREE OF PENTACLES
Keywords: TEAMWORK; PLANNING; COMPETENCE
Three cats work together to raise a litter of kittens. Life revolves around the procurement of
food and shelter, and the raising of a family. In
cat colonies, there is cooperation in the accomplishment of these tasks.
In a reading: The Three of Pentacles may be a
call to examine how you are approaching the
work of living. Are you spending enough time
planning? Are you doing those tasks most suited to your individual talents? Are you working
as part of a team? Have you found contentment
and security in your work?
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FOUR OF PENTACLES
Keywords: POSSESSIVENESS; CONTROL;
BLOCKED CHANGE
A tabby cat looks nervously over her shoulder,
worried that someone might steal her bounty of
mice. She is so concerned about hanging on to
all four mice she cannot even make use of the
single mouse that would supply her needs of
the moment. By grabbing more than she needs
and trying to hold onto the excess, all forward
progress stops.
In a reading: The Four of Pentacles may be
a warning that you are focusing on the possession of resources rather than utilization.
Fretting about losing your wealth is keeping
you from enjoying what you have. Material
things can be taken from you, but your time
and talent belong to you alone. Security comes
from knowledge and skill.

FIVE OF PENTACLES
Keywords: HARD TIMES; ILL HEALTH; REJECTION
In a dimly lit alleyway beside a large old dumpster, a sad young cat is picking through the
trash. A half-closed eye and tattered ear provide further testimony of her neglect. A hopeful
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kitten looks up as though he sees someone approaching. A bowl, empty but for a few spilled
remnants, bespeaks of someone’s well-intentioned if ineffectual concern.
In a reading: Do not turn away from those who
are offering aid because of embarrassment,
pride, or fear. True charity is recognition of your
value within the community. If poor health afflicts you, faith in the power of your body to heal
is the first step to recovery. Do not allow material want to develop into a spiritual poverty.

SIX OF PENTACLES
Keywords: HAVING/NOT HAVING; RESOURCES;
KNOWLEDGE; POWER
A group of cats has gathered at milking time
expecting a tasty treat. The cow stands placidly
in her stanchion as the man milks her. Each cat
watches with an air of anticipation. They are
familiar with this ritual.
In a reading: This card is about more than
charity. It is about knowing what to give and
how much. It is about knowing what you need
to receive and how to get it. The Six of Pentacles is a return to the balance lost in the hard
times of the Five of Pentacles. You will receive
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what you need and what you deserve; no less,
no more.

SEVEN OF PENTACLES
Keywords: ASSESSMENT; REWARD; DIRECTION
CHANGE
Twilight falls on a winter’s day. A door opens
and the warm, bright light of this inviting home
illuminates the porch. The independent tabby
does not rush in. He sits and takes stock of the
situation. The woman has always behaved in a
reasonable manner and she does put out those
tasty bits. But what price might he have to pay
for such comfort?
In a reading: Take the time to assess your
progress as you reach for a goal. If you do not
see the expected results you may need to make
an adjustment. Do you find yourself standing at
a crossroads needing to make a choice? Stop,
assess and then prepare to move on and enjoy
the good things that life has to offer.

EIGHT OF PENTACLES
Keywords: DILIGENCE; KNOWLEDGE; DETAIL
Mom has brought the kittens out for a lesson
in hunting. Born with a talent for stalking and
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pouncing, perfecting these skills requires diligent practice. Many cats become accomplished
hunters even if they never actually eat their
prey. They just enjoy the pursuit.
In a reading: Are you working to live or living to work? Are you using your talents to the
fullest? Have you found meaningful work that
satisfies you? Life is not always about achieving
goals. Satisfaction comes from skillful execution of a task or learning something new.

NINE OF PENTACLES
Keywords: DISCIPLINE; SELF-RELIANCE;
REFINEMENT
A refined, longhaired tabby strikes a pose on
the back porch of the home on a prosperous
farm. She enjoys a special status cultivated
through personality, intellect, and careful
choices. Her impeccable behavior makes her
a desirable houseguest. She deserves the best
and her people are happy to provide it.
In a reading: The Nine of Pentacles is a card of
success and self-confidence, but also compromise. For many, discipline and refinement can
be an unbearable burden. Taming our wild side
in order to have a comfortable lifestyle is not
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for everyone. You must choose your own definition of success and accept all that goes with it.

TEN OF PENTACLES
Keywords: AFFLUENCE; PERMANENCE;
CONVENTION
A mature tom and queen sit in the hayloft enjoying the evening sun. This queen was born
on the farm; the tom joined the colony as an
adult. Life is good. There is plenty to eat, shelter from the elements, meaningful work, and
companionship. The cats on this farm enjoy an
affluent lifestyle and they are confident that the
predictable cycles of life will continue.
In a reading: The Ten of Pentacles is a card
of conventional success. There is an implied
permanence and the security that abundant resources provide. It is comfortable to be living a
lifestyle that is familiar and predictable and for
which you are well suited. When this card appears, you may find that it describes your current situation or perhaps what you are striving
to achieve.
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PAGE OF PENTACLES
Keywords: HAVE AN EFFECT; BE PRACTICAL; BE
PROSPEROUS; BE TRUSTING/TRUSTWORTHY
An earnest, brown, tabby barn kitten tentatively approaches a mouse peaking over the edge
of a hay bale. Hunting mice is part of learning
how to make his way in the world. At this moment, he is only a potential predator learning
the practical lessons of life as a barn cat.
In a reading: You will have many opportunities
for wealth, accomplishment, and security. Keep
in mind the keywords for this page; practicality,
hard work, and trust will allow you to reach
your goals.

KNIGHT OF PENTACLES
Keywords: UNWAVERING/STUBBORN;
CAUTIOUS/UNADVENTUROUS; THOROUGH/
OBSESSIVE; REALISTIC/PESSIMISTIC;
HARDWORKING/GRINDING
An intensely focused young cat stalks his prey
among the hay bales. He will be a successful
barn cat because he takes his job seriously. He
does not expect life to be easy. He will avoid
confrontation if possible and prefers familiar,
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predictable routines. He expects to be in charge
of himself, however, and will fight rather than
submit if backed into a corner.
In a reading: Focus and hard work can lead
to prosperity, but take care that you are not
obsessive in your pursuit of security.

QUEEN OF PENTACLES
Keywords: NURTURING; BIGHEARTED; DOWN
TO EARTH; RESOURCEFUL; TRUSTWORTHY
A solid, secure queen, she is the ultimate “momma cat.” She cares for all the cats in her colony.
She is cautious in her approach to strangers but
her family counts on her to have solutions for
all problems. This queen is the barn cat version
of the Empress.
In a reading: You may feel that you are the
one that everyone counts on and this is an important role in life. However, you should make
sure that you nurture yourself as well.
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KING OF PENTACLES
Keywords: ENTERPRISING; ADEPT; RELIABLE;
SUPPORTING; STEADY
This king is a magnificent tomcat in his prime.
His routines are predictable and he is an important member of the colony. Father, protector,
and skilled hunter, the young cats learn from
his example. The farmer enjoys his company
and finds solace in his presence. Quiet moments together in the natural bounty of their
shared territory provide both of them a sense
of peace and security.
In a reading: You could not ask for a better life
partner. If you are seeking security and contentment these are the traits that will provide
it. Find them in yourself or in your companions.
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NINE LIVES SPREAD
“A cat has nine lives; 3 he plays, 3 he strays,
and 3 he stays.”
The Nine Lives Spread is based on this old proverb. Cat lives and human lives rarely follow an
uninterrupted path from start to finish. Our
lives tend to occur in stages; a vision, a journey, and a destination. We repeat these stages
over a lifetime, learning new skills, following
new paths, and reaching different destinations
in our youth, middle age, and maturity. Use this
spread when you are asking the tarot about
where you are, where you have been, how you
got there, and where you are going next.
Shuffle the deck and then lay out nine cards
face down in three stair-step columns, as
shown. The first column is youth. The second
column is middle age. The third column is maturity. Start by turning over the card that best
corresponds to your current life stage. In each
life stage, we “play” with new skills and form a
vision of where we want to go. With the next
step, we “stray” from the safety of the familiar
on our way to a new destination/goal. With the
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YOUTH

MID-LIFE

MATURITY

final step, we “stay” (at least for a while) having reached a goal or a milestone. Study this
card and then work your way backwards and
forwards until you have revealed all of the
cards. Look at each of them and notice how
they relate to each other and to your life experience. What story do they tell? Read the card
meanings given in this booklet for additional
insights.
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